
Pro 3D Printers
In-office Dental Manufacturing has Arrived

Easy
Spend more time with 

patients with easy-to-use 
software and hardware.

Fast
Rapidly respond to changing 

patient needs with flexible 
in-office manufacturing.

Accurate
Print confidently with 

repeatable, accurate results 
backed by university research.



SprintRay Pro 3D Printer

The Gold Standard for 
In-office Dental Manufacturing

Open Certified Materials 
Our unique resin ecosystem allows you to leverage the industry's 
greatest innovations, whether they come from us or one of our 
materials partners.

Over 50 resins to choose from

Intensity, Meet Accuracy 
The custom projector in SprintRay Pro delivers high-intensity light 
evenly across the build surface for perfect, accurate prints every time.

Bespoke 405nm LED projector

Industrial Throughput
Enough throughput to handle the largest jobs. SprintRay Pro features 
a large build plate and rapid print speeds to meet the needs of even 
the most demanding offices.

Up to 3 inches per hour print speed

Always Cutting-edge
SprintRay Pro features advanced onboard electronics, enabling 
over-the-air updates that improve the printing experience. 
Free over-the-air updates bring meaningful improvements.

Free over the air updates



Pro 95
Production Workhorse

Accurate production and high throughput 
for all manner of dental appliances. 

SprintRay Pro 95 is the perfect 3D printer for dental offices that want to deliver on the promises 
of in-office production. Featuring unmatched throughput, high accuracy, and a high flexibility, 

Pro95 is the right choice for most dental practices. Incredible accuracy, repeatability, and 
user-friendliness means you can always deliver an outstanding patient experience.

Surgical Guides Study and 
Waxup Models

Models for Aligner 
Production 

Digital Dentures 
and Try-ins

Occlusal Guards Indirect Bonding 
Trays



Pro 55
Precision Yield

Incredible precision makes this unit ideal for 
all manner of restorative applications.

A 55-micron XY pixel size and Pixel Toning brings industry-leading accuracy to Pro 55, making it 
perfect for jobs that require razor-thin margins such as temporary and definitive crowns, hybrid 

dentures, and more. Pro 55 is the ideal printer for clinics or labs that specialize in restorative 
applications, reducing treatment cost and delivery times while improving your workflow.

Surgical Guides Hybrid Dentures Temporary and Definitive Crowns Cast Applications



Frictionless Workflow
User-friendly, cutting-edge solutions.

SprintRay products are built to work together, creating opportunities for collaboration, 
innovation, and outstanding clinical results. From design to print to post-processing, 

SprintRay products help you maximize the efficiency of your clinic. 

Powerful Post Processing
Pro Wash/Dry and Pro Cure make a dynamic pair for the 
final step of your workflow. Get the best out of your parts 
with SprintRay post processing.

High Performance 3D Printing
Rapidly print all kinds of dental appliances for 
treatment with SprintRay Pro. Advanced software 
and hardware makes 3D printing a breeze.

Industry-leading Materials
SprintRay resins offer fantastic value for money. 
For maximum flexibility, we also certify top 
industry brands to work with our printers.

User-friendly Software
Dashboard 2.0 and RayWare simplify the process of 
printing and designing appliances. They’re easy to use 
and fully integrated with SprintRay printers.

Order yours today. 
www.sprintray.com

Get in touch with our sales team.
sales@sprintray.com

Pro 95 SKU No.
SRI-0102004

Pro 55 SKU No.
SRI-0102014


